
ABOUT ACE 

For a general overview of the mod https://ace3mod.com/wiki is recommended. Here we will put 

down few tips and insights for player that are new to ACE and how ACE will affect the ATC

gameplay. 

TIPS & MAJOR FEATURES 

Advanced ballistics: Even without the AB activated, the gameplay of the marksman&sniper change 

with ACE, because change the way of zeroing with high magnitude optics. With AB activated, a 

sniper/marksman needs to take into account also the wind and the temperature (mainly). 

Advanced Fatigue: it's a really different gameplay than the vanilla. Basically is way more stamina 

draining running around with the rifle ready, high or low. So you need to lower the weapon at rest 

during long march and manage carefully the pace when you need to advance with the weapon high 

ready. In any case you will spend less staming during the march but more stamina during the combat. 

Get use to change the stance of the weapon often, especially with a heavy weapon: it matters. You 

can feel the difference between a submachinegun with light magazines vs a machinegun with heavy 

magazines. 

Logistics: 

-You can change damaged wheels and tracks. Wheels everybody, tracks only engineer. 

-The engineer needs to repair every part of a vehicle separately. You can repair everything with one 

click only with a repair truck or near a repair facility. 

-More details for the ATC mission under module settings (specific for each ATC edition).

Explosives: place explosives and mines takes more time. You need to place the exp/mine and choose 

the trigger or the detonator or the timer. Also they will be visible on the ground. 

Move objects: you can easily move objects (placed in the editor, not houses ofc!) with the ACE 

interaction menù. Is useful to move boxes, or to place a static MG exactly where do you want, instead 

of disassemble/assemble and cross the fingers. You can also load things like boxes inside vehicle 

cargo to transport them around the map. 

Nametags: To easily understand who are the players around you. 

Markers: You can choose the direction of the marker that you want to place on the map. That's make 

a lot of sense for markers like "ambush" or "arrow". 

For CBA/ACE3 module settings see the Campaign Rules specific for each ATC edition.

https://ace3mod.com/wiki



